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the first thing to do is to check your document for any characters that look like the italic characters in the roman font. (i find this best done
by generating a preview of your document, then looking at the "font" sub-section of the document properties. in this way, you can see which
characters are given the "look of italic", and thus to look for them in your document.) if you find any, and they are not already converted to

the italic character in the roman font, then you must convert them to roman characters, and then to italic characters, and then to arabic
characters, and finally to the bold characters. and of course these characters will be different from the original roman character in the font
you are using, because the fonts you are using are intended for other purposes. the times new roman font was introduced as a world-wide

font, at first, for the letterpress printing and later for digital printing. it is part of the times fonts family and can be purchased as a set of
print styles. times new roman is a serif font, a font with serifs. that means that there are little projections or points in the top of the letter, or

a small bulge on the top of the letter, instead of a simple line. this helps to establish the letter or word better by making it look more
professional or impressive. it makes the text look thicker and more luxurious. times new roman font is a typeface designed by hermann zapf
in the 1960s. times new roman is a serif typeface with two styles: regular and italic. it has three weights with serifs in all: regular, medium,

and bold. it has also a variety of styles such as bold italic, light italic, semibold, and black.
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if you download the.ttf file for the font you want to use, you can install the font directly using your
mac application software, such as the font book. if you want to use the font on a windows system,
you can download and install the font directly from the developer website. if you download the font
directly from the developer website, you can use that font in a windows system. and what about the
arabic script? most modern arabic fonts for the pc will have that script built in. for instance, most of

the fonts that come on windows, mac, and linux systems will have a built-in script converter. you can
use a script converter, in which case you just need to choose the arabic script from the list of

languages. * i wish i could say "and also for the ipad, and for the iphone" - but that is not true. the
apple computer and handheld devices support arabic through a font with a special name: unicode
standard arabic. and there are no other fonts that support all the arabic characters needed. if you

use windows, you can get the arabic fonts from a website we have linked to here. if you use mac os
x, you can get the arabic fonts from a mac os x installer we have linked to here, and/or from our mac
os x installer for the main site. open the archive and extract the font files. the files should be located
in the folder c:\farsi\arabic font. if you are not sure what the font files are called, open the font file,

and click on the 'properties' button. you should see a list of fonts, and the font names should be
listed. if not, right-click on the font file, and select properties. the name of the font files are: arabicl-

plain.ttf arabicl-bold.ttf arabicl-italic.ttf 5ec8ef588b
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